Typically, paper-intensive organizations maintain a centralized scanning department, with dedicated scan operators running desktop applications to handle capture and indexing chores. That model works if documents that need to be captured all come to that central location as a matter of course, but it's less ideal in multi-location scenarios (such as branch offices), where the common occurrence is to package up critical paper documents and courier them to HQ for scanning. Info Input Solution can greatly improve this inefficient process. The secret lies in the solution's client/server architecture, where documents are captured and indexed locally via a low-overhead browser-based client applet, then uploaded to a central server (or servers) for processing and delivery to their ultimate destination.

"Info Input Solution is an impressive document capture solution that should have organizations rethink how—and where—they capture documents," said Jamie Bsales, Director, Office Workflow Solutions Analysis at BLI. “Customers can maintain a dis-
tributed capture environment, where documents are captured by knowledge workers at the point of entry. And with the easy-to-master Info Input client, users don’t have to be experienced scan operators. The UI is intuitive enough that any employee that handles documents can be trained to capture and index as part of their daily functions.”

About BLI Pick Awards

With its annual document imaging solutions Pick awards, BLI gives special recognition to the software products that provided the most outstanding performances in BLI’s unique evaluations. Software products submitted for testing undergo an in-depth hands-on review that focuses on key attributes for a solution’s target market and compares how well the product stacks up against leading competitors. Pick winners rise above the competition in key areas such as feature set, ease of use, ease of administration, software integration, and value. Consequently, a BLI Pick is a hard-earned award that buyers and IT directors can trust to better guide them in their acquisition decisions.